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Sources of acoustic-gravitational waves (AGW) can be impulse disturbances on the earth surface and in the
troposphere. When acoustic-gravitational waves propagate into the upper layers of atmosphere, the ionized particles are
involved into neutral gas movement. This causes an appearance of travelling ionospheric disturbances (TID). Thus, the
AGW is one of the mechanisms of disturbance transfer into the upper layers of atmosphere.

Many authors showed that ionospheric disturbances can be connected with sharp variations of the weather [1].
Hence measurements of the spatial-temporal electron density distribution in the ionospheric plasma allow to obtain
information about meteorological processes in the atmosphere.

The purpose of this paper is to develop a method for determination of the AGW epicentre and wavelength of
oscillations initiated by means of observations of the spatial-temporal electron density distribution in the ionospheric
plasma.

METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF AGW EPICENTRE AND WAVELENGTH

Let’s assume that the AGW epicentre is located on the Earth's surface or at heights much lower than the satellite
altitude and AGW is a monochromatic wave propagating in vertically stratified media. The wave-front near the
epicentre is spherical. In this case the satellite orbit can be represented by a straight line on the plane, intersecting
circles of equal AGW phases. These circles diverge from the point located at thermospheric heights over the epicentre.
The use of thermospheric satellites brings an additional advantage. The horizontal wavelength does not change with
altitude because of the horizontal AGW propagation at these heights [2].

Electron density fluctuations caused by AGW propagation can be represented as harmonic oscillations along the
satellite orbit
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where 0A  is the maximum amplitude of fluctuations, r!  - the radius vector drawn from the point lying over the AGW

epicentre at the satellite altitude to the point on the satellite trajectory where the measurement is conducted, k
!

 - the
wave vector of the concerned AGW, 0ϕ  - the initial wave phase.

Let's consider a rectangular coordinate system with its origin in one of the points over the epicentre at the satellite
altitude. If the y-axis is perpendicular to the satellite trajectory and the x-axis points in its flight direction, the formula
(1) can be written in a following way:
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where 0y  is the distance from the satellite trajectory to the point over the epicentre at the satellite, x  - the distance

from origin of the coordinate system to the point on the satellite trajectory where registration is conducted, λ  -the
length of AGW. It is assumed that the trajectory segment on which the registration points of the electron concentration
lie is rectilinear. Then the distance between two neighbour points of extremum along the trajectory is determined by the
formula
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where 1x , 2x  are the distances from the origin of the coordinate system to the two neighbour points of extremum on
the satellite trajectory, n – number of one-half lengths of waves from the epicentre to the point of the first used



extremum. After the transformation we obtain:
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where ∆  is the distance between two neighbour points of extremum. The same value of ∆  corresponds to two possible
locations of the AGW epicentre near the Earth's surface to the left and to the right of the trajectory. If ∆  grows in the
direction of the epicentre is located before the satellite.

To determine the AGW length and its epicentre from observed locations of the neighbour points of extremum it is
necessary to solve a nonlinear equation system with three unknown variables (4). To solve this equation system the
Newton's method was applied [3]. Within it, the solution optimisation was performed only for two parameters - yo and
λ; the third parameter n was determined by adjustment according to the criterion of the minimal remaining sum of
squared discrepancy under the following condition: λ02yn > .

RESULTS OF MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

Following parameters were used for modelling of electron density fluctuations along the orbit of the sounding
satellite:

- AGW length was selected from an interval 200-500 km;
- the step of observation along the orbit was 10-100 m;
- the number of the neighbour points of extremum used for calculations was from 5 to 10. It corresponds with

intervals along the orbit from 500 to 2300 km.
For example, the Fig. 1 presents the graph of a function (2) produced for normalized amplitudes. The y-axis leads

along the trajectory. The points of extremum used in calculations are marked in the figure with square boxes.

Fig. 1. Fluctuation of the electron concentration relative to the mean value along the satellite trajectory.
AGW length is 200 km, trajectory step 50 m, number of used extremum points 10.

The main results of modelling are:
1. When the distance from the epicentre increases, the distance between the neighbour extremes approaches to the

AGW length.
2. Accuracy of the epicentre location determination depends essentially on the selected step of measurements.

Beginning with a certain value of the distance to the epicentre, the solution of the nonlinear equation system
becomes unstable, as shown in the Fig. 2. The distance to the epicentre is measured in the figure in one-half
lengths n of the waves from to the epicentre to the registration point located along the y-axis. Increasing of the
solution stability interval is proportional to decreasing of the registration step.



Fig. 2. Reconstruction results of the distance y0 for different AGW lengths. Trajectory step is 50 m, number of
used extremum points 10.

3. Accuracy of the epicentre location determination decreases as the distance of satellite from the point over the
epicentre increases. This can be explained by approximation of the AGW front to the plane wave front on large
distances from the epicentre.

The obtained results show that identification of the AGW epicentre and determination of the AGW length are possible
on the basis of satellite Langmuir probes and ion traps at thermospherical heights.
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